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Thad Kosmicki is a Senior Bridge Engineer at HDR, Inc. who collaborates with and mentors other engineers providing client focused solutions; connecting people to other people and places. He is skilled at applying local and national codes to solve complex engineering problems. Thad holds a BSCE from Marquette University. With two decades of combined experience in construction and engineering, Thad fully embraces design-build project delivery. Thad has served in key roles on several notable, award-winning projects such as the kcICON Project, the replacement of the Paseo Bridge in downtown Kansas City, and the Columbia I-70 Bridges Project where an innovative technique was used to slide three interstate bridges.

Thad has two children who provide balance to his professional life; Zoe a senior in high school and Max a sophomore in high school. Both are very involved in their academics and extra-curricular activities; including orchestra, swimming, wrestling and baseball. They all enjoy traveling abroad to enhance their knowledge of history, art and other cultures.

“Human beings are inherently endowed with the power to bring out the best possible results from the worst possible circumstances.”— Daisaku Ikeda

My job would be a lot easier if we promoted partnerships between engineers, contractors and clients/owners to remove barriers that limit transparent, direct communication and collaboration.